The present paper consists of two parts. In Part 1 we prove a theorem on the decomposition of a complete graph. This result is then applied in Part 2 to show that the continuum hypothesis is equivalent to the possibility of decomposing the set of all real numbers into a countable number of summands each consisting of rationally independent numbers.
The present paper consists of two parts. In Part 1 we prove a theorem on the decomposition of a complete graph. This result is then applied in Part 2 to show that the continuum hypothesis is equivalent to the possibility of decomposing the set of all real numbers into a countable number of summands each consisting of rationally independent numbers.
PART 1 A graph G is complete if every pair of points of G is connected by one and only one segment. G is called a tree if it does not contain any closed polygon. THEOREM 
A complete graph of cardinal number m (that is, the cardinal number of the vertices is m) can be split up into a countable number of trees if and only if m ^ fc$i.
PROOF. We shall first prove that every complete graph of power t$i can be split up into the countable sum of trees.
1 Let G be a complete graph of cardinal number ML Let {x a }, a<coi, be any well ordered set of power fc$i. We may assume that G is represented by a system of Segments (x a , Xp), a</3<coi. For any /3<coi arrange the set of all a</3 into a sequence ap, n , n -\, 2, • • • , and let G n be the set of all segments (x a , Xp) such thata=ap >n . It is clear that G = U* =3] G n and that for each G n , for every j8 <o>i, there exists one and only one a such that (x a , ^) GG M and ce</3. From this last fact it is clear that G n does not contain any closed polygon.
Conversely, let us assume that a complete graph G of cardinal number m is split up into a countable number of trees T n ; G = U" = i!T w . We shall prove that m ^ fc$i. We can again assume that G is represented by a system of segments (x a , Xp), a</3<0, where {x a }, a<<t>, is a well ordered set of cardinal number tn.
We shall first decompose each T n into four parts T n ,i, i = l, 2, 3, 4, such that T n ,i and r w , 2 satisfy the condition:
(1) Any two consecutive segments of the graphs T n ,i and T n ,2 are of the form: (x a , xp), (x a , x y ), a</3, a<y, P?£y. And T n ,s, T n>4i satisfy:
(2) Any two consecutive segments of the graphs are of the form: (^) and is of 0th degree, of the second kind if Xp =x^. Assume that the segments of degree 0, 1, • • • , m -1 of the first and second kind are already defined in T°£. Then a segment (x a , xp) y a</3, of T 0^ is of the mth degree, of the first kind if x a is one of the end points of a segment of degree m -1 and if (x a , xp) is not of degree at most m -1. The segments of degree m of the second kind are analogously defined. In this way it is possible to define a degree of first or second kind for every segment of T%\ Let Tffy be the set of all segments of T^ of degree m of the first kind, and let T^]m be the set of all segments of T^ of degree m and of second kind. It is clear that T { n)n and TJfy satisfy conditions (1) and (2), respectively. If we put
then T 1 n = U| OEl 7" n ,i is a required decomposition. The conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied by JT»,I, T n ,2 and T n ,z, T n ,i, respectively, since the summands on the right-hand side are disjoint.
Thus we have obtained a decomposition of T into a countable number of parts T n ,i t n = l, 2 • • • ; i = l, 2, 3, 4. We observe that from (1) and (2) follows (3) and (4), respectively: (3) For any a <</>, there exists at most one /3 <a such that (xp, x a ) belongs to the graph.
(4) For any a<<p there exists at most one (3>a, /3<<£, such that (x a , Xfi) belongs to the graph.
Let us now put
Then T' and T n clearly satisfy the following conditions: (5) For any a <4> the set of all ]8 <a such that (xp, x a ) belongs to the graph is countable.
(6) For any a <<j> the set of all fi >a, j8 <<j> such that (x a , Xp) belongs to the graph is countable.
From this it easily follows by the same argument as in W. Sierpinski 2 that the cardinal number m of all points x a , a <0, is at most Ni.
Similarly we can prove that the complete graph of power b$ x is the sum of &x-i trees, but not the sum of less than fc^i trees. We can put the following problem: Is the complete graph of power k$ x the sum of less than fc$*_i such graphs which do not contain a quadrilateral? We cannot answer this question, unless we assume the generalized hypothesis of the continuum, in which case the answer is negative. It can be shown that the complete graph of power 2 m is the sum of m graphs, which do not contain even closed polygons, 3 but that the complete graph of power greater than 2 m is not the sum of m graphs which do not contain triangles.
PART 2 THEOREM 2. The continuum hypothesis is equivalent to the following proposition : (P) The set of all real numbers can be decomposed into a countable number of subsets, each consisting only of rationally independent numbers.
PROOF. We shall first prove that the continuum hypothesis implies proposition (P). Let £«, a<coi, be a Hamel basis for the set R of all real numbers, well ordered in a transfinite sequence of type coi; that is, the £« are rationally independent, and every real number #(T^0) can be uniquely expressed in the following form:
where the r% are rational numbers different from 0, and n is a positive integer. For any finite system of rational numbers ri, r 2 , • • • , r n let Rri,r 2 , • • -,r n be the set of all xGi? which are expressed in the form (2.1). Then .3). Thus we have proved that the continuum hypothesis implies the proposition (P). Conversely, let us assume that the proposition (P) is true. We shall prove the continuum hypothesis from it. We shall prove this by showing that, under the assumption (P) the complete graph of power 2^° is the sum of a countable number of trees (see Theorem 1).
Let R=\JZ=iM n be a decomposition of the set of all real numbers into a countable sum of sets each consisting of rationally independent numbers. At least one of the M n must have power 2^°. (This follows from a well known theorem of J. König. 5 ) We may assume that Mi has power 2**«. Let G be the complete graph of cardinal number 2^°. We may assume that G is represented by a system of segments (x, y), x, y&Mi, x <y. Let G n be a subgraph of G, consisting of all those segments (x, y), x<y for which 3/--#£M" W . Clearly G = U* tBsl G n . We shall prove that each G n is a tree. In fact assume that G n contains a closed polygon. Let xi, • • • , x kl Xk+i-Xi be the vertices of this polygon. Then 0=]T)<-i(a ; *"~x t -+i) =]C*-i± |#t-#t+i|. On the other hand \Xi-Xi+i\ (E.M n by construction, and since all Xi r ÇzMi the numbers I, i = l. 2, • • • , k, are all different. This is however a contradiction since M n consists of rationally independent numbers. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
It seems likely that the following stronger theorem also holds: Assume that the continuum hypothesis is false, and let the sets M n consist of rationally independent numbers. Then yJn=iM n has inner measure 0.
We can of course prove the following theorem : The necessary and sufficient condition for the continuum to be of power Ns+i is that R shall be the sum of # x sets consisting of rationally independent numbers, and that R shall not be the sum of less than & x such sets. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.
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ADDENDUM TO THE PAPER "GENERALIZED FISCHER GROUPS AND ALGEBRAS"
R. H. BRUCK
The author regrets the omission, in a paper which recently appeared, 1 of an important reference to a paper by N. Jacobson. 2 Indeed Lemma Ilia of the author's paper, and its immediate consequence, Theorem I, are rather special cases (albeit independently obtained) of Theorem I of the latter paper. Accordingly Professor Jacobson's name should have appeared in the introduction along with those of M. Schiffer and W. Specht, and chronologically before that of Specht.
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